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St Petroc’s Post
Letter from the Headmaster

Diary Dates

Dear Parents and Carers,
As another week races by with epic pace, I have the chance to reflect, once again, on
the fantastic effort of the Friends of St Petroc’s last Saturday. The Summer Fun Day was
superb and I enjoyed seeing so many happy, if rather sun blushed, faces after two very
sunny days in a row. We have had lots of really positive comments about the school
and the day itself. So, on behalf of the school, thank you all for coming and for donating
(both items and your time) for such a successful afternoon. I also must thank the
children for their contribution, be it helping with tables, chairs or even the gazebo. Well
done St Petroc’s!
On Monday morning, we bounced straight back into ‘normality’; returning to the
classrooms. The older children moved into their dress rehearsal for 'Pantastic', while the
younger members of the school were an exceptional ‘practice’ audience and we are very
grateful to them. On Monday afternoon we welcomed the parents and children of our
new Reception class. It was fantastic to see so many new parents enjoying discussing
their children and learning about what to expect in September.
On Tuesday, Key Stage 2 had an exciting time exploring STEM activities at the Big Bang
Science Fair at Westpoint Arena in Exeter. The children enjoyed an afternoon of virtual
reality, construction, oceanography, pilot simulators, drone flights, robotics and much
more, culminating in a superb tour of outer space. We hope to bring the inflatable
planetarium to St Petroc’s, for all age groups to enjoy, in the next Academic year. Watch
this space! It was a superb way to end a very inspiring day. A highlight for Mr Fox
was the acceleration chamber, whereas I narrowly missed out on the reaction test to
become a fighter pilot. Close but no multi million pound jet for me... yet! Ayden and
Rosie gave me a good run for my money though. Please do check out the photos on
Facebook for a better insight into the day.
We ended the week in Neverland, being immersed in the world of Captain Hook, Smee,
Wendy and Peter Pan. The children, every one of them, rose to the occasion once again,
as they always do when given the opportunity to shine on stage. They proudly showed
the fruits of so much hard work in their Drama lessons, under the watchful eye of Mrs
Cook and Mrs Rees. All staff, children and parents were involved in some way and that is
just one thing that makes this school a very special and supportive place to be.
A well deserved rest earned again everyone!
Ben Hilton
Fast Yn Mesk Tonnow
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Tuesday 2nd July
2pm Speech Day
Wednesday 3rd July
U11s Mixed Cricket v
Truro Prep (Home)
End of Term
(No Stay & Play)
Friday 26th July
End of funded weeks
for Early Years term-time
only children
Wednesday 4th
September
First Day of Term
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St Petroc’s Post - Early Years
Little Turtles
Castles and construction
This week in Little Turtles, some of the older children
have been on taster sessions in Sea Lions, getting them
ready for when they move up in September. We have
also been busy enjoying the lovely sunshine out in the
garden. We have loved using the buckets and spades to
make big sandcastles in the messy tray! When inside, we
have been using the tool set to build with wooden blocks
and fix things using the tools. What clever children!

Sea Lions
Bananas, building and balancing
This week in Sea Lions we have been talking about our
favourite fruits, and we’ve made a fruit tree to represent
this. We have also had our role play picnic set out,
enjoying making cakes and cups of tea for our friends.
The sunshine finally came back to Bude and the Sea Lions
have made the most of it, getting out in the morning to
avoid the midday heat. We took our inside resources
outside, like our blue sand and building blocks. While
practising our balancing skills on the beams, and working
together to roll the big tyres, we’ve been talking about
sun cream and sun hats, learning why we need to stay
protected while enjoying the sunshine.
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St Petroc’s Post - Early Years
Dolphins
Aquatic adventures
Building on from our aquarium theme, the Dolphins
have been busy investigating water beads. They used
different size scoops and also described the texture using
descriptive language. The Dolphins also put their creative
skills to good use this week, as the children supported
each other to build two submarines. They then sang the
song ‘We all Live on a Yellow Submarine’.
When enjoying the role play aquarium, the children
demonstrated good turn taking and sharing. During
circle time, the Dolphins spoke about their favourite sea
creatures and some recalled visiting an aquarium with
their families.
The children are very proud of their work on display in
the porch area, so please do take a look at our ‘under the
sea’ creation.
We've enjoyed many stories throughout the week but
the children have particularly requested ‘The Snail and
the Whale’, by Julia Donaldson and Axel Scheffler, and
‘Hoory for Fish’, by Lucy Cousins.

Early Years Funding & Holiday Club

End of funded weeks: Friday 26th July
Friday 26th July is the end of term for
children on funded term-time sessions
only.
We will soon be sending out Holiday
Club booking forms for the Summer nonfunded weeks, to families of all Early
Years, Reception and Key Stage 1 pupils.
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St Petroc’s Post - Prep School
Reception
Sacks o' spuds
Our potato harvesting has begun! The Reception children
found just over 4 kilograms of potatoes in their sacks.
They counted them in 10s, washed them, cooked them
and guess what - ate them too! There were still enough
left for the children to take home a bagful.

Year 1
Challenging concepts
We started our week looking back on last week's
exciting Sports Day. The children recalled all their events
with excitement and wrote some extensive recounts
describing the races, atmosphere (and lunches!) in great
detail.
Our Year 1 topic on Ancient Worlds came to an end this
week, with the children completing their Bronze Age
jewellery and honey fruit bread tasks. The children have
found working with ancient techniques and ingredients
fun and rewarding. Many of the children have taken
recipes and templates home with them so they can
recreate their makings and bakings over the Summer
break!
The term may be winding down but we have continued
to push on in Maths, as the class were introduced to
partitioning as a method of addition. It was a challenging
concept but by the end of the week the children were
giving it a very determined and promising effort.
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St Petroc’s Post - Prep School
Years 2 & 3
Harvest time
This week, Years 2 and 3 eagerly dug up their potatoes
and were thrilled to find they had actually grown! They
enjoyed searching for them in the soil and were excited
to also find woodlice, centipedes, worms and spiders.
Before taking them home to enjoy with their families,
the children were able to reinforce their mathematical
knowledge of division and multiplication by sharing
them equally between given numbers. They may not be
the biggest potatoes or weigh the most, but we decided
they're the best! Continuing with food, and with the help
of our wonderful kitchen staff, the children were able
to conclude their topic on healthy eating. They sorted a
selection of different food by groups, before recording
their findings. The marshmallows may have gone back
to the kitchen a little lighter, and the crisps may not
have gone back at all, but as we know, sometimes we all
need a little treat. The children have worked so hard and
achieved some great results; they definitely deserve one.

Year 4
Money matters
In Maths, Year 4 have been solving multi-step word
problems involving shopping and working out change.
It might not have been the highlight of their week,
compared to the excitement of the play and Big Bang
Fair, but the children agreed it was useful practise for
when they go shopping!
All of the children have had a super week and their
behaviour has been exemplary.
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Year 5
Excavations and expeditions
It's harvest time! Year 5 have emptied their potato
sacks and were pleasantly surprised with their yield.
They used their Maths to calculate the total weight,
converting grams into kilo grams - 4.25kg! From this,
they worked out how much they would each get by using
their division - 607g each. There were a few green and
'mouldy' potatoes, however, so instead of sharing them
out by weight they grouped the potatoes into five groups
(size). The grouped potatoes were then once again
divided into 7 and they took a fair share to take home to
feast on. The remainders were kindly received by Mr Fox
for all of his watering!
In English, Year 5 have been looking at explorers and
different styles and features of non-fiction texts.
Are you an intrepid explorer? Do you have the bravery of a lion? Are you
afraid of death? If you answered 'yes', 'yes' and 'no', then we have some
exciting opportunities for you!

Have a look around the school; there are some once in a
life time expeditions about to happen and they're looking
for new recruits!

Years 6 & 7
Get with the program
Years 6 and 7 have been honing their STEM skills and
programming knowledge by working with the EV3
robotics kits. These kits combine Lego Technic with
motors and sensors, and can be programmed to do
different things. One group built a car using the colour
sensor, enabling them to tell the robot what to do
by programming different colours to mean different
instructions. Another group worked with the speed car
they had previously constructed, this time redeveloping
it into a back massager and then a paper mover!
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St Petroc’s Post - Games & Sport
House Match - Mixed Rounders
Victory for Cherills
Vivians were severely outnumbered for this fast-paced
and extremely hot match but they played superbly, filled
in the gaps brilliantly and demonstrated fantastic team
spirit. Cherills pulled some excellent batting out the bag
late in the game and secured the win, scoring 10.5 to
Vivians' 7.5. Zach put in some killer fielding on base 1 and
there was great bowling from both Evie and Rosie.

St Petroc’s Post - Events & Activities
The Big Bang Fair
Key Stage 2 had an incredible time at the Big Bang Fair
at Westpoint Arena in Exeter. The event brings together
a diverse range of STEM employers and the children
had the opportunity to take part in over 100 interactive
activites on the show floor, as well as the chance to speak
to lots of experts about the exciting careers available in
STEM. We even bumped into an Old Petrocian!
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St Petroc’s Post - Events & Activities
Key Stage 2 Play - 'Pantastic'
All the hard work that the children have put into their
play rehearsals has paid off and we were treated to
a wonderful musical reworking of the classic story of
Peter Pan. The children all excelled themselves, singing
beautifully and acting their little socks off.
They thoroughly enjoyed the experience of treading the
boards and it was such a joy to watch as they transform
themselves into the characters which they inhabit for
their two hours on stage.
"Drama is an important part of St Petroc's life and is vital to the children in
helping them to develop their self confidence for life in general,
not just on the stage."
Mrs Cook
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Bude Heritage Day

Entry forms available from www.thecastlebude.org.uk
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